
Google Adwords

Old Way
- Keyword targeting
- The ads for that keyword targeting

New Way
1.) Combination

a.) In Market - what are people looking to buy
b.) Keyword Target
c.) Topics - Interests
d.) Custom Audience - Places I’ve been URLs.

Keywords I’ve searched and Apps I’ve used

Training the system into what you want.
1.) Create…

a.) Campaign
i.) Targeting
ii.) Ads

2.) We run our campaign
3.) We base our campaign results on action/behaviors
4.) We are training Google to give us what we want
5.) Google starts off in a learning phase - 2-7 days

a.) We need to give it conversions
i.) Mistake is to use views as a conversion
ii.) Tracking only 1 conversion per ad

6.) We train it to give us conversions
a.) Leads or sales



Structure Campaign

Marketing books

Campaign - Name - marketing books
Ad Group(s) - Name of Ad Group - marketing books
Keywords - Words we are targeting - marketing books
Ads - Text of the actual Ads - marketing books

Higher quality score = lower ad costs

Total keywords = 125

Hidden Rule of 50
- No one adgroup should have more than 50 keywords in it
- More like 25 keywords in it
- You should break up your ads groups into 25 keywords

each
- Marketing books 1
- Marketing books 2
- Marketing books 3



Display Ad Process
1.) Keywords - 2-3 days

a.) Get rid of the keywords that don’t have any
conversion on them

2.) Topics + Keywords (subject) 2-3 days
a.) Get rid of the topics that are not converting

3.) Audience + Topics + Keywords
a.) Get rid of audiences that do not produce

Audience of Buyers (Conversions)
1.) Uploading a list of customers as offline customers



1.) Search Ads - Everyone should be running these.
a.) Multiple Campaigns
b.) Multiple Ad Groups

2.) Where do I advertise on Google?
a.) Where are you customers?

Pruning You Ads

Example:
- 1 Ad with 20 keywords in it
- 5 keywords are doing very well
- 15 keywords are not
- 25% efficiency
- Prune it - Getting rid of all keywords that don’t produce
- Delete 15 keywords
- 100% efficiency


